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Chapter 1939
“It is necessary to remind you that the Book of Life and Death of Heavenly Poison is my
unique secret creation. Once you sign this book, this book will merge with your body. If
you can follow our arrangements in the competition, this The book will naturally be
digested by your body slowly. Of course, if you give birth to two hearts, this book will
definitely punish you.”

“You don’t have to rush to refuse, and you don’t have to rush to agree. You can consider
it slowly.”

George frowned. With George’s city house, how could he believe what Wang Wanzhi
said? Although he is a famous doctor of a generation, he is indispensable to guard
against others.

What’s more, Ao Tian’s eyes have shown that this book of life and death was simply
added temporarily. Although he didn’t know what medicine Wang Chuzhi sold in the
gourd, one thing was certain, this book was by no means simple.

“You think it over, come see us again.” After Wang Wanzhi finished speaking, he
greeted Ao Yong, ready to see off the guests.

After George left, Ao Tian looked at Wang Shuzhi with great doubt, and said
suspiciously: “Brother Wang, you are…”

Wang Suzhi wanted to say it again. He is indeed the only one in this world who can
detoxify the poison of Broken Bone Chase Soul Powder, but that’s also because Broken
Bone Chase Soul Powder has long disappeared, in fact, he made it. of.

However, this kind of forbidden drug, only he knows who Wang Wanzhi has given back.

Therefore, when George came to ask for detoxification, he was quite panicked and
surprised.

In fact, he suspects that the only mysterious man just now is the son-in-law of Fu Jia and
husband of Fu Yao, George!

The King of Medical Sage is relieved. Although he has always seemed indifferent to
fame and fortune, he is actually a very utilitarian person. Although he is a neutral person
on the surface, he has been in collusion with the three major families, especially in the
immortal sea. He Fujia, Wang Suzhi will always quietly give a helping hand, and the
broken bone chasing the soul scattered, is the Futian Patriarch Futian asked.

As for who he was dealing with, Wang Yan naturally knew.



But of these, he naturally can’t let Ao Tian know that Fu Jia is now completely finished. If
he let Ao Tian know that he actually has a double heart for the Immortal Sea, and
secretly communicate with Fu Jia, this will definitely affect his heart in Ao Tian’s heart. s
position.

Of course, this is a public heart. It doesn’t matter to Wang Wanzhi who the person
comes to support the family. The most important thing is that Wang Wanzhi is selfish.

And these selfishness are exactly the ring in George’s hand.

“Brother Ao, you are also a member of the Octagonal World, but don’t you think it’s
strange that this mysterious person came from?” Wang Changzhi deliberately
concealed the outline of the matter, but he went straight to the result and attacked.

Ao Tian was a little unclear by his words, so: “Brother Wang, what do you mean by this?
Eternal Life Sea is the time when people are employed. What’s more, the hero does not
ask where he comes from, as long as he can help my Ao family, he Who is it and how
important is it?”

Wang Su laughed and shook his head: “Hehe, if he comes from a humble background, it
really doesn’t matter, but what if he is helping his family?”

Ao Tian frowned when he heard of Fu’s family, “The situation in Fu’s family is so
dangerous now. If Fu’s family has such a master, why don’t you fight yourself? This
doesn’t make sense.”

“But if it’s always at odds with Fujia, what about George, who has hatred?” Wang Slow
said.

“George? Hasn’t that guy fallen into the endless abyss? How could he appear here
alive?” Ao Tian frowned.

In fact, this is also where Wang Changzhi is most confused.

Speaking of Broken Bone Chasing Soul Powder alone, he can basically predict that the
person here is George, but the Bafang World’s concept of death in the endless abyss is
like a person’s heartbeat is equal to a sentence of death, which is very sure.

“But the matter is very important. If he is really George, this natural poisonous life and
death talisman is the key to us to seize the Pan Gu Axe. If not, he does something for
you to find out his identity. In fact, , It’s not too much.” Wang Suzhi said.

Ao Tian thought about it for a moment, and thought that what Wang Shuzhi said was
indeed quite reasonable, and nodded: “Brother Wang said it is very true. In fact, I am
also very curious about who this mysterious person is. But, what kind of person are you?
Is the poisonous book of life and death reliable?”



Speaking of the Heavenly Poison’s Life and Death Book, Wang Changzhi couldn’t
suppress his pride. This was what he was proud of.

“For this, please rest assured Brother Ao. If he signs, I will protect him from survival and
death.” Wang Changzhi’s eyes gave a sinister smile.

Hearing this answer, Ao Tian was very satisfied.

As long as he can be controlled, he is nothing more than a grasshopper in his hand, he
can play whatever he wants.

“Brother Wang, you did a good job, but will that kid sign it?” Ao Tianqi said, this is the
most important point, otherwise, no matter how good the plan is, it will be a slander.

Wang Shuzhi laughed: “This world is the only one who can solve broken bones and
chase souls away, and only me, Wang, if he wants to save people, can he disagree?”

“Okay, okay, okay, Brother Wang can easily accept a member of the tiger for me, and I
will respect Brother Wang a cup.”

After speaking, the two looked at each other and laughed.

At this time, under a corner of the Qishan Temple.

The two people and a dragon sat together, squatting in front of them, and placed the red
and green Sky Poison Life and Death Talisman.

Both of them and one dragon had their brows furrowed, as if they were facing an enemy.

Obviously, everyone understands that the Poisonous Life and Death Talisman is
definitely not as simple as Wang Chuzhi said.

“Although I don’t know exactly what this life and death talisman is for, but this thing is red
and green and has a strange shape. It is not a good thing at first sight. George, this thing
cannot be signed.” Jianghu Baixiaosheng said.

“It’s really not a good thing, but a kind of Gu.” With the eyes of George now, he can
naturally see what he wants to see.

Although the Heavenly Poison Life and Death Talisman is indeed exquisite in
workmanship, how could it escape George’s current eyes?

“The King of Medicine is slow, not only the medical skills are unique in the world, but at
the same time the poison is also unparalleled in the world, if this is really Gu, then don’t
agree.” Jianghu Baixiaosheng said anxiously.

“What do you think of this matter, Linlong.” George said.



Linlong couldn’t help showing a wry smile: “I don’t think you need to ask me what I think,
the most important thing is what do you think?”

George smiled, still Linlong knew him best: “Don’t say it’s Gu, even if it’s poisonous, I
have to eat it.”

Thinking of Nian’er, George had a firm attitude. As a man, he should take up all the
responsibilities and pressures. Therefore, compared with helping his family to make his
wife and daughter suffer, George is more willing to leave his life behind. outer.

“No! Since this group of people gave you the Gu, they naturally have no peace of mind. I
am not worried about what the tournament will do for them, but I am worried that you will
become their puppet for the rest of your life.” Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng resolutely refused.

George and Linlong looked at each other and smiled, and then took the pen directly with
one hand.

Chapter 1940
When George’s name fell, the entire Heavenly Poison Life and Death Talisman
disappeared instantly, and George’s left and right arms suddenly had two textures of
different colors, one red and one green.

Seeing this situation, Bai Xiaosheng’s face was ashamed, he really didn’t understand.
Why does George know that there are tigers in the mountains, so he prefers to travel to
the mountains.

George smiled and patted Bai Xiaosheng on the shoulder: “Don’t worry, I will be fine.”

“The so-called don’t enter the tiger’s den, you won’t be a tiger.” George smiled and
stood up: “By the way, don’t tell Amelia about this, you know?”

The arena Baixiaosheng wants to speak but stops. Finally, after holding back for a long
time, he couldn’t help saying: “Don’t worry, since I’m in the same boat with you, I won’t
step into other boats. Amelia, I will help you conceal it, but. Be careful yourself.”

In order to prevent Amelia from being suspicious, George asked Bai Xiaosheng to return
to the house first, and then he arrived.

He didn’t want Amelia to worry about himself. In order to save Han Nian, George had no
other choice, or that this was the best and only choice at the moment.

As long as Han Nian and Amelia are okay, even if George is dead, it is also a dead eye.

In order to delay time, George simply stood in place and watched the game on stage.
Linlong saw that it was all right, and went back to George’s body to sleep.



After absorbing enough aura from the Book of the Eight Desolations, Linlong and the
three little white beasts. Faintly wants to break through the realm, has the potential to
cultivate and digest the aura before.

But when George finished reading and was about to go back, a sneaky figure attracted
George’s attention.

At this time, Ye Gucheng was supporting a familiar white figure and was walking
towards the isolation of the immortal sea. George didn’t want to care about Ye
Gucheng’s troubles, but Qin Shuang’s state was clearly wrong, and he intuitively told
George. Maybe something went wrong.

George frowned suddenly, and then his figure flashed and followed.

Ye Gucheng didn’t take Qin Shuang into the attic of Heaven and Earth, but knocked on
the door of a hut next to him. After a while, the door opened slightly, and Ao Jun’s figure
appeared. After laughing and muttering a few words with Ye Gucheng, he gave Ye
Gucheng a bag of things, and then took Qin Shuang who was unconscious. Turned
around and retracted into the room.

Ye Gucheng shook the things in his hands, smiled triumphantly, and turned and left.

In the room, when Ao Jun took Qin Shuang back to the bed, Qin Shuang was confused
at this time, but the immortal face obviously made Ao Jun couldn’t help swallowing.

He has been thinking about such a beautiful woman for a long time, and today, he finally
got what he wanted.

Rubbing his hands. Ao Jun showed a wretched smile, and directly a hungry wolf
pounced on Qin Shuang’s body. With a sigh, he tore open Qin Shuang’s outer gauze.

Looking at Qin Shuang’s snow-white skin, Ao Jun suddenly felt blood boil all over his
body, and couldn’t help it anymore, pouting his thick mouth and going to kiss Qin
Shuang’s fragrant mouth.

Just, this mouth goes on. It was not as gentle as jade as imagined, on the contrary, it
was cold and stiff.

Look again. What kind of Qin Shuang is his kiss, but it is clearly a cold sword.

Ao Jun stopped his beastly behavior in an instant, followed the sword obediently, and
got up. At the same time, his eyes turned to the sword holder.

“Is it you?” looked at the person. Ao Jun was extremely surprised.

“It’s me.” George smiled slightly.



Ao Jun smiled: “You are really bold. Even the captain of the Immortal Seas Guard’s
room dare to break in. Do you know how serious the consequences will be?!”

“I do things. I always do things casually. The consequences? It has nothing to do with
me.” George sneered coldly.

“Don’t think that if you defeat Grandpa Lihuo and Venerable Guai Li, I, Ao Jun, will be
afraid of you.” Ao Jun shouted coldly.

Although George’s performance in the two games was really amazing, but as the
captain of the garrison in the Immortal Sea, how could Ao Jun’s cultivation base be
low? !

As a lower tier of Zhu Xie, he is even confident that he can defeat George.

Especially, he didn’t agree with George. Why is he qualified to let the Patriarch have a
banquet so soon? And myself. I have worked hard in the eternal waters for thousands of
years, and I have never enjoyed it!

Now, he even ran to disturb his dreams. What if he is the patron’s guest? How did Ao
Jun swallow this breath?

George smiled softly: “Then what do you want?”

Ao Jun sneered, but the next second, he still leaned slightly. Obviously, he chose to
make concessions and asked George to take Qin Shuang away.

But just as George was about to pick up Qin Shuang, behind him, Ao Jun suddenly
moved his hand, a huge water energy instantly turned into a sword, and hit George
directly.

George turned his back, with a jade sword in his right hand, and directly volleyed against
the water sword that lived in Ao Jun.

Ao Jun’s whole person suddenly felt sweaty, an invisible pressure, desperately pressing
his water sword towards his neck slowly.

Just when Ao Jun began to regret the sneak attack on George, at this moment,
suddenly a strong bloody smell came in the air.

Immediately afterwards, the candles in the whole house went out instantly, plunged into
darkness.

Chapter 1941
brush! !



Suddenly, a blood-red sword suddenly hit George!

“boom!”

With a loud noise, George and Ao Jun could not help being directly bounced away by a
huge strange force. Ao Jun’s whole person was directly retreated several meters away.
Although George was in better condition, it only took two steps. , The tiger’s mouth
holding the jade sword was slightly numb.

Inside the door, at this time, a dark shadow stood there.

Because of the lack of light, he can’t see his appearance clearly, and he can’t see his
figure clearly, only the outline of him can be seen vaguely.

But that silhouette is nothing but a person, wearing a cloak, nothing more.

As soon as he came, the strong smell of blood awakening in the room became stronger
now, and it even caused a stink, which made people feel like vomiting.

George couldn’t care about this at all, his eyes stared at the dark shadow like torches.

Just now, George still feels unsteady, because the opponent’s strength is so great that
he can directly crush himself and Ao Jun’s attacks with his own power, and at the same
time, it can also shock him.

Since entering the hall, George has never encountered such a master.

Naturally, Ao Jun was not much better. He instinctively told him that he didn’t know the
black figure in front of him, and it was even more unlikely that he was from the immortal
sea.

But with the blow just now, he had already been shaken out of his internal injuries. If he
were the enemy, Ao Jun’s own situation was obviously worrying.

“You are…” Ao Jun thought for a while and asked courageously.

“How did you get this sword?” At the door, the black shadow opened his mouth slightly,
and a cold woman’s voice suddenly filled the room. Although the environment was too
dark, George could not see her features at all, but he could feel an extremely cold light
hitting the jade sword in his hand.

He asked what the sword did? !

George couldn’t help but be puzzled. This jade sword was Chi Meng’s own weapon. It
was a weapon he had obtained in the Xuanyuan world. How could someone suddenly
become interested in this jade sword when he arrived in the world of Bafang? !

Apart from the dead soul, who else would be interested in him? !



However, I have seen her, and the person in front of me is completely two people.

Could it be Chi Meng? !

But this thought, George just passed by, because Chi Meng’s meeting should still be in
the Xuanyuan World, even if she came to the Bafang World, how could she have such a
strong strength with her as a tool spirit!

“Who are you?” George frowned and asked coldly.

“I, now, ask, you, you, are, what, what, got, to, it, it!” A short sentence, but her tone was
literally biting out angrily. Obviously, she was very As soon as his voice fell off, George
suddenly felt an extremely strong pressure, which he had never encountered before,
and rushed straight at him.

Even though George hurriedly transported all the energy to resist, he was still panting
like a cow with this strong pressure. Although the whole body was resisted, his feet
slowly slipped backwards involuntarily!

“Where is the man with this sword? Where is he? Tell me!!”

“Roar!!!”

With a roar, George felt the pressure in front of him suddenly increased several times.
When he doubled his strength to resist, he only felt a sweet throat, and a mouthful of
blood spurted out. The next second, George could not help being beaten back. Meter.
Fall directly to the ground.

George frowned. The opponent’s strength is obviously very high, and it can even be
described as a metamorphosis, so that even him suddenly suffered some injuries, but
these injuries are not fatal to him. At this time, He slowly stood up and came to the bed
to protect Qin Shuang.

At this time, Ao Jun was stunned and stayed in place. He didn’t even dare to show up.
Such a terrifying strength was fortunately directed at George. If it was directed at him, he
would have died.

“I will ask you one last time, where is the man with this sword.” The female voice said
coldly at this time.

George had no doubt that if he didn’t answer again, this woman would definitely kill him.

But George also knew that the more she was like this, the less he could easily tell her,
otherwise, he would only be more troublesome.

George smiled softly: “You are crazy, but I never counsel!” As soon as the voice fell,
George slowly raised the jade sword, and at the same time, his body was full of gold, as
if he was ready to fight. .



She was looking for the owner of the sword, and that was herself, but she didn’t even
know her. George didn’t know what her purpose was.

“You’re looking for death!” Angrily shouted, the dark shadow at the door suddenly
disappeared.

In the next second, she had appeared in front of George, hitting George’s chest with a
palm. At this time, George also didn’t dodge, but with a punch, he went straight!

“boom!”

“puff!”

With two muffled noises, the woman’s hand directly pierced a few minutes into George’s
chest, and at this time, George suddenly realized that her hand was as dark as an
eagle’s claw. thing.

And George’s punch directly penetrated her abdomen, blasting a huge hole.

But just for a moment, the pothole suddenly shrank in George’s incredible eyes, and
then healed suddenly!

Chapter 1942
“What? How could this happen?!” George was taken aback.

Because it was so close, George was panicked, and he could even see the woman’s
face.

It was a pale, bloodless face, like a ghost. At this time, he was looking at George with
blood-red eyes, full of playfulness.

“Just rely on you?” She smiled coldly. In the next second, she snapped a mouth sharply,
and the small mouth suddenly tore directly, revealing the fangs that were as neat as a
hacksaw that were flush to her face. At the same time, there was a sharp, ear-piercing
roar like hell monster beast from his throat.

George was immediately shocked by the roar, and at the same time, a bloody black
aura suddenly spread on his body and bound his hands and feet.

In the next second, before George reflected, her eagle-claw-like hand had directly stuck
his throat, and then volleyed George up.

“Now, don’t you say it?” The shadow smiled coldly, and his face returned to normal.

George frowned. Although he was shocked, he didn’t panic. At the same time, his whole
body was madly carrying energy.



“brush!”

George violently broke free of those restraints, lifted the jade sword in his hand, and
immediately cut off the hand in front of him by the elbow, but there was just a sign of
relaxation on his throat. In the next second, the eagle-claw-like hand stuck again. On
George’s throat!

Death will not die, but will come again!

“Ignorant ants, go to death.” With fierce force in the hand, the eagle claws immediately
stuck George’s throat.

George felt like his throat was clamped by a giant pliers, his strength was extremely
strong, even if he gathered all his strength on his neck, he could barely resist being
choked to death.

Sombra was also visibly taken aback. Obviously, she hadn’t expected that someone
could withstand her attack.

“Interesting, interesting.” Sombra sneered coldly.

“Are you capable of this? I haven’t used the real ability yet.” George smiled, his hands
were already slightly opened, and he was about to call out Pan Gu Axe.

He did not want to reveal his identity, but at the critical moment of life and death, he had
no other choice.

The woman in front of her was completely different from the previous Venerable Wei Li
and Grandpa Lihuo. If Venerable Wei Li and Grandpa Lihuo relied more on something of
absolute strength, then this person was not at all.

She was really fictitious, and she was a little overwhelmed by what happened to George.

Therefore, George understood that perhaps conventional weapons did not have any
effect on her at all.

But just when George was about to draw out the Pangu axe, he only uttered a nice and
urgent cry: “Be careful.”

In the next second, a beautiful figure rushed out from behind George, directly facing the
Ao army who was about to sneak attack on George.

Seeing this situation, George was not happy, but shook his head again and again.

Since Ao Jun stepped aside and asked George to rescue Qin Shuang on the bed,
George instilled energy into Qin Shuang at that time, so that she could wake up as soon
as possible.



Because George knew that Ao Jun couldn’t let Qin Shuang go so easily. For any man,
such a superb stunner is something that can’t be met.

Neither can it be met, how can it be so easy to let it go? !

Therefore, George had long left behind, in case Qin Shuang had the ability to escape if
he was in trouble.

However, George didn’t calculate that suddenly a mysterious dark figure appeared, let
alone that. At this time, Qin Shuang who was awake did not choose to escape the first
time, but to fight Ao Jun.

Let’s not say that her cultivation base is not as good as Ao Jun, even if it is enough, but
she just woke up, how can she fight Ao Jun? !

Seeing that Ao Jun was about to hit Qin Shuang with a palm, George sighed helplessly.

“Get me started!”

With a roar, George suddenly had golden light on his body, and violently directly shook
the dark shadow on the opposite side.

Ao Jun was immediately repelled, but at this time, Sombra also slammed into George’s
waist.

Suddenly, George was stabbed with a blood hole in his waist, blood drenched, but for a
moment, the clothes around his waist were soaked with blood.

Qin Shuang’s face was pale. After the contest was over, her vitality was severely injured,
but Ye Gucheng was secretly attacked and drugged.

Although she could hear everything, the weakness of her limbs made her unable to
resist at all. When she was taken to this room, she could only cry in despair in her heart,
but George came Saved her.

Therefore, when she received the help of George’s energy, she used this energy to
adjust her body. After breaking through the drug confinement, she rushed out to help
George as soon as possible.

However, there is a huge gap in strength, only a few face-to-faces, she lost to Ao Jun.

At this time, she knew that George had been seriously injured because of herself, and
she was in a panic.

“Help me.” George glanced at Qin Shuang.

When Qin Shuang was at a loss, George suddenly raised his sword.



Seeing George’s posture, Qin Shuang was shocked. The next second, tears filled her
eyes.

Because, George’s posture is nothing else, but the posture of the Rainfall Sword!

The Rainfall Sword, that is Qin Shuang’s most memorable sword technique since
George disappeared, but he dared not touch it, because every time he dances a sword,
it is a solo dance, and every solo dance has only the past in his memory. All sorts of,
only the tears in reality.

“What are you doing in a daze?” George glanced at Qin Shuang, and then rushed
directly at the shadow.

Qin Shuang nodded fiercely, bit his lip, cooperated with George, and approached the
shadow.

Although Qin Shuang’s recovery is average and his strength is relatively weak, the rain
falling sword technique is extensive and profound. In addition, the rain falling sword
technique is the main attack of George. With George’s current cultivation base, it
naturally determines the upper limit of the sword technique. Qin Shuang should do it.
Yes, it is to cooperate with George to support the whole ups and downs of rain
swordsmanship.

With the two skilled sword formations, the shadowy figure, who was still very brave, was
evenly fought at this time.

“Sure enough.” George couldn’t help showing a faint smile at this time.

“Help me again.” George couldn’t help looking back at Qin Shuang.

Qin Shuang was taken aback again, wondering what George was referring to.

What she can help seems to be done.

In a moment of stunned thought, Sombra seized the opportunity, suddenly volleyed, and
opened his hands, like a huge bat, and the black and red shadow suddenly entangled
around her crazily.

“Roar!!!”

With a roar, a huge black energy suddenly carrying the power of destroying the world,
directly attacked George.

George shook his head helplessly, facing the direct attack of Hei Neng, he hugged Qin
Shuang directly and flew back while holding her waist with one hand.



With such close contact, Qin Shuang’s face was flushed for a while, and his heart was
like a small deer bumping into each other, and at this time, George shook his head:
“Give it to me!”
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